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Seminars in Liver Disease is a quarterly journal that publishes review articles on topics related to the specialties of hepatology and gastroenterology.

As the premiere review journal in the field, Seminars in Liver Disease provides an in-depth coverage on various diverse topics in the field of basic, translational and clinical Hepatology. The invited reviews from experts cover important and timely topics and cover advances in disease pathogenesis, diagnosis, classification, and management of both adult and pediatric population. Some important clinical topics include NAFLD, ALD, cholangiopathies, viral hepatitis, cirrhosis, transplantation, vascular and coagulation disorders, autoimmune hepatitis, DILI, porphyrias, HCC, liver tumors, genetic disorders and others. Some topics in basic hepatology include liver development, regeneration, cellular plasticity, signaling pathways, neoplasia, novel technological advances, animal models, organoids, and others.

Seminars in Liver Disease publishes predominantly invited review articles only. Rarely, unsolicited reviews of exceptional nature from experts are published. We do not accept original articles or case reports. All review articles undergo a rigorous review process before final acceptance and publication. We make every attempt to efficiently publish accepted articles on E-First and PubMed upon acceptance and disseminate information on social media especially Twitter.
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